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Abstract component of the electron spectrum (lower threshold
Electros�c dscharges, caused by bulk chaTgmg of 200keV) with dependence on orbit and solar cycle phase.

spacecraft insulating materials, are a major cause of satellite ' The development of an electron penetration and
anomalies. This is a pesentation of ESA's tools to assess deposition model.
whether a given structure is liable to experience elec�static * The development of models of the delectric conductivity
discharges. taking into account the radiation induced

conductivity, the field induced conductivity and the
I. INTRoDucnoN temperature.

Electrostatic discharges, caused'by bulk charging of " Calculation of the current flow and resulting maximum
spacecraft insulating materials, is a major cause of satellite internal electric field for simple geometries.
anomalies. Several recent in-orbit anomalies and spurious 9 Study of breakdown mechanisms and thr-eshold electric
events have been caused by accumulation of high energy fields.
electrons over days in dielectric spacecraft materials, leading Finally a procedure was described enabling an unknown
to electrostatic discharges if breakdown thresholds are material to be assessed as safe or potentially at risk from
exceeded [I] and 2]. There is therefore an urgent need both to electrostatic discharge in space. The procedure is a
better understand the problem of internal charging on combination of simulations with the computer code, which
spacecraft and to provide specification tools for satellite has been developed, and actual radiation tests. The
engineering purposes. The need is both for tools and implementation of tests in dedicated facilities is an important
procedures to assess whether a given.structure is liable to part of the procedure.
experience electrostatic discharges.

III. ESA's INTERNAL DIELECTRIC CHARGING TOOLS
II AN ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION FOR

INTERNAL CHARGING In the past calculations of the internal charging have relied
Bulk charging of spacecraft insulating materials is a very on computer-intensive Monte-Carlo simulations. ESA has

complex phenomenon. Depending on the fluence of the developed a splified version of such a tool namely the
primary electrons and the conductivity of the dielectric, ESADDC Deep Dielectric Charging code, which will be
charges may accumulate, which can lead to internal discharge, briefly described. However this is still complex and slow to
which may in turn damage sensitive electronic circuits. In operate and does not offer a practical engineering
order to understand the fundamental principles and get a specification. Therefore a new simple and fast engineering-
quantitative knowledge of the charge build-up a flow chart has level software tool DICTAT has been developed. The
been made (see figure 1) of the logical interconnection of the structure of the tool, the algorithms used and its performance
variables, which are expected to play a significant role in the will be described in detail in the following.
charging process. Each item in the flow chart has been studied
in detail to identify, from fundamental principles and/or from A. The ESADDC Deep Dielectric Charging Code
reported literature and experiment, a set of equations which ESADDC [3] solves the one dimensional charging
could model the processes. he aim was to identify the problem in two steps. It uses the ITS Monte Carlo transport
maximum internal electric field which would occur in practice code to track particle trajectories in a planar structure in a
and compare this with a suitable breakdown threshold in order physically accurate way calculating a time independent charge
to establish whether a dielectric is safe from internal charging d dose deposition. Next the internal conductive leakage and
hazard, and if not, what counter measures are necessary to an
make it safe. The study included: resulting time dependent electric fields are found throughout

the structure using a general network analysis software.
The development of a worst case environment model Considerable user expertise is needed to operate the program
from mainiv GOES and STRV data representing the hard and interpret the results. Also run timescan be long. Still it
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can be very useftil and appropriate for a more scientific For the electron penetration and deposition a simple
investigation of internal charging. analytical formula for the range distribution is used, which

however agrees very well with GEANT and ITS 4]
simulations. The conductivity calculation is using a formula
proposed by Adamec and Calderwood [5] to account for the

ow field induced conductivity and the temperature effect, and a
simple empirical formula to account for the radiation dose-rate
induced conductivity. The maximum electric field is basically
found from the current and conductivity using Ohm's law. To
account for the te dependence when simulating over a
complete orbit with both varying current and conductivity, the
code treats the electric field as the sum of the exponential
decay of the existing field plus the rise due to the new current.

C. Test and Validation

During the development a test program has been carried
E.P_ out. Radiation tests have been performed in the laboratory on

EAW

----- --- two materials (with different thicknesses and different
shielding) both with a worst case space-like electron spectrum
and a mono-energetic beam. The results were compared with
simulations with DICTAT. This has validated many aspects of
the tool although there is still more work needed especially
related to the radiation induced conductivity.

IV. CONCLUSION

An engineering specification has been proposed in terms
of a set of models that represent the most up-to-date
knowledge of internal dielectric charging. It is hoped to
develop it into a standard procedure to assess the vulnerability

Figure 1: Schematic of the factors affecting the internal charging. of a new material to internal dielectric charging and to make it
part of the ECSS (European Co-operation for Space
Standardisation) Space Environment Standard. A simple to
use software tool DICTAT has been developed supporting the

B. The new Engineering Toolfor nternal Charging sp,,ification. Although the development and the validation of
DICTAT the tool are still ongoing, the first version has been released

and is being used. It runs on several platforms and is also
DICTAT is based on the basic physics and empirical available in SPENVIS (Space Environtrient Information

equations described in the engineering specification. Only the System), which can be accessed via the World Wide Web.
information actually needed to answer the question whether a EQ
structure is liable to experience electrostatic discharge as a
result of internal charging is calculated. The software can be
applied to planar and cylindrically symmetric structures (a REFERENCES
single laver only). The dielectric can be shielded or not, and it [11 Space Environment - Prevention of Risks related to
can be singly or doubly grounded. The electron environment Spacecraft Charging Cours de Technologie Spatiale de
can be either the build-in worst case model or a user defined CNES et CERT/ONERA/DERTS Cdpadu�s tditions June
spectrum (this may be defined to be either omni- or uni- 1996.

directional, so both in-orbit behaviour and laboratory [2] Wrenn G.L, Conclusive evidence for internal dielectric
irradiation tests can be simulated). The output is the charging anomalies on geosynchononous
maximum internal electric field, the surface voltage and communications spacecraft, J. Spacecraft and Rockets,
whether the dielectric is safe from internal charging hazard or 32 3 pp. 514-520, 1995.
not. In case of a charging hazard it will also output what
counter measures are necessary to make it safe in terms of a [31 A. Soubeyran a.o., ESADDC 1.1 Executive Summary -
thicker shield or thinner dielectric. Issue 2 Matra Marconi Space, Ref. S413/NT/32.94,

March 1994.
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